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Abstract- The massive generation and proliferation of scientific data has evolved the problems of weak interpretation in 

the field of data science. It is very difficult to process or extract the information without scientific and statistical 

technique. Hence, the development of new tools and methods are growing as an interdisciplinary area for scientific 

computing on the datasets both spatial and relation. Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) is an evolving field to study 

relational, spatial and spatio-temporal datasets. This paper introduces the statistical and interactive methods to explore 

the spatial datasets in relational and spatial realm.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) and statistical computing is an interdisciplinary field to understand the 

relational and spatial databases. It and efficient area to recognize the meaningful patterns in data. In KDD, the 

patterns are defined as the sets and models that applies on some language to identify useful expressions. The process 

applied in KDD are, data acquisition, preprocessing, mining and evaluation of results. Number of works has been 

conducted for knowledge extraction in spatial and relation data. Spatial databases usually contain the data which is 

geographically collocated and correlated. Spatial data can have several non spatial attributes for interactive and 

definition purpose. Spatial data can be stored in databases in form of point line and polygons. Computational 

geometry is another evolving area which deals with different kind of geometries in spatial data. In recent times, 

there are various source of spatial data such as GPS, sensor network and mobile devices has increased the scope of 

data analysis on this domain. The space borne applications have greatly increased the possibility of finding 

interesting patterns in spatial and spatio-temporal datasets. The sensor based advances have created the major 

challenges for spatial data analysis. A number of government and public sector enterprises are offering very nice 

resolution data for decision making and knowledge discovery. There is still a requirement for flexibility on the tools 

and methods in this domain to find and visualize the patterns in spatial datasets. There are plenty of tools and 

packages available for spatial data analysis. But all those tools are not sufficient enough to extract the information 

that can fully analyze the variable and their relations in statistical domain. In most of the spatial analysis cases, the 

accepted statistical tests are not sufficient enough to analyze that datasets because datasets varies with its location in 

space. Therefore, a theoretical statistical measurement gives us the tools and softwares that are inefficient for 

modeling the spatialness in natural variables. Therefore in this paper, we have studied statistical methods to 

approach the spatial term in modeling process. 

 

II. STATISTICAL COMPUTING IN SPATIAL DATASETS 

In this section, we have illustrated the general statistical terminology in spatial and temporal domain. Such statistical 

measures are entirely different from classical statistics. Statistical process due to their dependence on time and 

space. A critical property of such datasets is that they are spatially as well as statistically dependent on variable and 

location. These datasets follows and natural property that everything is correlated with each other but nearby objects 

are more correlated than distant apart objects. 

 
Figure 1: representation of relational and spatial data in Columbia data set 
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2.1 Spatial Data Distribution 

Spatial data distribution targets the position of different objects for its spatial distribution model.However, the 

important aspect is to determine the properties of associated attributes on the basis of correlated features. The 

chicago and Columbia datasets are used for analysis. Both datasets exhibits the value of variable and its location 

properties. Chicago datasets is point pattern dataset of crime and neighborhood which is located in Columbus 

County. These areas of dataset offer the supermarket region of Chicago which provides the crime, population, 

census for individual unit of Columbia. Such attributes are listed in data-frame of object these attributes are held in 

the data frame of the spatial object. 

 

2.2 Spatial dependence 

Spatial dependency is an important property of spatial data which makes it difficult to analyze for classical statistics. 

It point out towards a fact that locationally dependent observation can depend on each other. Therefore, it is very 

difficult to predict the number of dependencies prevailed in dataset. The observation with a location can be a label i 

which depends on some other observations at new locations j. We can state that: 

yi = f (y j); i = 1, 2...njÇi (1) 

 

2.3 Spatial heterogeneity 

Spatial heterogeneity refers to the variation which occurs in relationships observed over the full data space. In 

general it is considered that for varying points over a certain space, the relationships would be different. This 

variation in relationships can be depicted as a linear function as: 

yi = Xiβi + zi (2) 

In the above equation, i represent the index out of n observations which is recorded in space and Xi is the vector 

representation (of order 1 x k) of the ith variable in form of exploratory variables and an associated set of parameters 

betai. Corresponding to this observation i, yi is the dependent variable which can be calculated. Hence, for the 

calculation i represent the stochastic disturbance which occurs in this linear relationship at different points in space. 

For the given sample of n observations, it is not expected that a set of n betai vectors can be estimated as there are 

problems associated with corresponding degrees of freedom between observations. The data sample is not adequate 

to estimate parameter vectors for all points in space. 

 
Figure 2: columbia                       Figure 3: chicago 

III. QUANTIFYING LOCATION IN OUR MODELS 

If a point is represented in Cartesian space, then the corresponding x and y coordinates (latitude and longitude) can 

be considered as a possible source of information. This information is highly relevant because it allows for 

calculation of distances between points in space as well as distances from a given origin point to all observations. 

As an additional information source, the contiguity between observations can be considered as it reflects the relative 

positioning of one information unit with others. Measurement of this contiguity can be inferred from a map with the 

size and shape of observational units. 

 

3.1 Quantifying spatial contiguity 

A modified form of the linear equation mentioned above can be written as 

yi = Xiβi + zi (3) 

and this is equation is combined with 4 to represent the variation of y across all sampled observations 
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z 

− − 

− − 
− − 

− − 

y = ρCy + z (4) 

Here ρ is the regression parameter which has to be estimated and z is the stochastic disturbance in the given 

relationship. ρ reflects the inherent dependence of space among the data samples. This can also be considered as a 

measure of average neighbour influence (contiguity) on the y vector. As a further improvement, traditional 

explanatory variables which are commonly used in regression can be added to 3. In the equation 5, this is represent 

by the vector Xβ, which allows us to modify 3 to 4. 

y = ρCy + Xβ + z (5) 

 

In our paper, we use maximum likelihood procedures to get satisfactory regression estimates on a spatial data set 

consisting of 49 neighborhoods in Columbus, Ohio set forth in [Anselin (1988)]. In this data set, three variables  are 

represented: neighborhood crime incidents, household income, and house values for all 49 neighborhoods. In our 

model, we use the income and house values to provide a satisfactory explanation for corresponding variation in 

neighborhood crime incidents. Here, y represents the neighborhood crime and X is a constant which is a 

combination of household income and house values. Using this we have calculated the estimates shown below 

(regression format is used for representation). Here, Associated statistics for precision estimation is βt of the model 

and an estimate of the 

disturbance variance is σˆ2. Spatial auto regressive Model Estimates Dependent Variable = Crime R − squared = 

0.6518 

Rbar −2  squared = 0.6366 

sigma = 95.5032 

log likelihood = 165.41269 

Nobs, Nvars = 49, 3 

VariableCoe f f icientt statistict probability constant45.0562516.2312610.000000 income 1.030641

 3.3737680.001534 

housevalue 0.265970 3.0049450.004331 

rho0.4313813.6253400.000732 

 

3.2 Quantifying spatial position 

To model relationships in a form so as to estimate the spatial heterogeneity, associating location in space with the 

data samples is essential. Hence over a given space, the modeled relationships would be correspondingly variable. 

The parameter vector 

in (1.8) represents an nkx1 matrix in this model. This vector contains parameter estimates for all k explanatory 

variables at every observation. The parameter vector 

0 contains the 2k parameters to be estimated. 

y = Xβ + z (6) 

β = ZJβ0 (7) 

Using this model, the 2 parameters βx; βy can be estimated using least-squares method. Using these estimated 

values, the estimates for variation in individual points in space can be calculated using equation 6. This is the 

expansion process of the model. Using substitution, we can derive the equation: 

y = XZJβ0 + z (8) 

Here, variables X, Z and J are the representation of available information (derived from data observation) and β0 

represent the combination of all parameters which are to be estimated in this model. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

In this section, the experiments are conducted for ordinary least square(OLS) predictions in publicly available 

spatial datasets. 

ordinary lest square prediction result = ols(y, x); 

bhat = result.beta; disp(‘TheR − squaredis :j); result.rsqr 

disp(‘The2ndt − statisticis :j); 

result.tstat(2, 1) billclinton = ols(y, x); result2 = ols(y, x); restricted = ols(y, x); unrestricted = ols(y, x); 

To examine the nature of the structure in the variable ‘result’, we can simply type the structure name without a semi-

colon and MATLAB will present information about the structure variable as follows: 

result = 

meth :j olsj 

y : [100x1double] 

nobs : 100.00 
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nvar : 3.00 

beta : [3x1double] yhat : [100x1double] resid : [100x1double] sige : 1.01 

tstat : [3x1double] 

rsqr : 0.74 

rbar : 0.73 

dw : 1.89 

The given result is in structure format in which the fields shows the scaler values. The results 

’nobs’,’nvars’,’sige’,’rsqr’,’rbar’ are the single valued field hence value has been displayed. the array of values has 

been stored in workspace but their size is displayed. The ’meth’ argument is the value of method which is ordinary 

least square(OLS) in this model. The other variables and components such as array, matrix is not displayed except 

their size. All the matrix and arrays can be shown using conventional matlab object calling or name without 

semicolon. 

load y.data 

load x.data result = ols(y, x) prt(result) plt(result) 

 

V. MAPPING RESULTS 

In this paper, a statistical modeling based spatial data techniques are discussed which are based on the spatial 

neighborhood dependency and variable dependency. An OLS based statistical method is performed on spatial 

dataset and simulation results is displayed. Further, we have covered the main working of spatial datasets .i.e spatial 

dependence n location. To cover each of spatial aspect, we have discussed the algorithms as well as their working 

with classical statistics and mathematical computing. Thus, we demonstrated the practical impact of these 

algorithms of spatial data mining. 

                     
                Figure 4: quantile map                    Figure 5: boxplot               Figure 6: standered deviation of crime 

 

                       
 

Figure 7: Rate of crime               Figure 8: locational rate of crime 

 

                                          
Figure 9: crime vs neighborhood Bayesian rate of crime          Figure 10: crime vs neighborhood of location data   

Bayesian rate of crime 
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Figure 11: autocorrelation Scatter- Plot of crime with neighborhood weight 

 
Figure 12: cluster map of autocorre- lation of crime with neighborhood 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the study and practical aspects of spatial data modeling are discussed. The econometric models are 

introduced to combine the effects of spatial data on naturally obtained variables. The spatial econometric models 

discussed above have been implemented in MATLAB. The spatial econometric toolbox is major contributor for 

analysis. This tool box offers a variety of spatial dependence model which we have incorporated in our study. 
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